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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Intellect is 7x Faster Than Custom Development 
 

HGL Transforms Business App Development Capabilities with Intellect 
 

Los Angeles, CA, March 7, 2016 — Intellect, a leader in Cloud Business Process 
Management (BPM) software for Smart Enterprise Apps, today announced that studies show 
that building enterprise applications on its Intellect BPM Platform is at least 7x faster than 
custom development.  Intellect offers a truly no programming platform designed for rapid 
development, enabling business analysts to build enterprise apps with forms automation, 
workflow management, and business analytics and reports, all designed for business 
automation and process improvement. 

Intellect’s focus on speed, business agility, and mobility has enabled organizations to transform 
business app development within IT and for business users.  HydroGeoLogic, Inc., a full-service 
environmental science, engineering, and construction firm, has completely transformed its 
business app development program by partnering with Intellect.  As of today, HGL has launched 
8 apps on the Intellect BPM platform in less than one year. 

“HGL built five applications in three months’ time, which 
exceeded our expectations,” said Chris Weidemann, Director of 
Technical Operations at HydroGeoLogic, Inc. (HGL).  “Of those 
five apps, one was a replacement for a legacy system that had 

previously taken over two years to build and implement. In our experience, using the Intellect 
platform has been over 7x faster than custom development.” 

“With a three month release cycle, we are averaging four applications per release. Each release 
includes requirements gathering, configuration, beta testing, training, and implementation. We 
expect this average to increase as one of the real cost savings and efficiency gains of the 
Intellect platform is realized; building upon the foundational processes and data that we have 
implemented in our first few releases.”  

“We’re excited when our customers are benefiting from the Intellect platform,” said Romeo Elias, 
President and CEO of Intellect.  “Our goal is to offer the fastest ROI in the BPM industry, and to 
empower a new generation of business users to build Smart Enterprise Apps faster than ever 
before.” 

About Intellect 

Intellect is a leader in Cloud BPM software that empowers everyone to innovate with Smart 
Enterprise Apps, ranging from simple to mission-critical apps, without the need for 
programming.  The app-centric Intellect 8 BPM Platform offers one of the industry’s fastest ROI 
and most intuitive solution for connecting apps, people and processes. Intellect business apps 
can be deployed on the web and as a native mobile app in minutes on any iOS and Android 
device, and include advanced workflow capabilities.  Intellect works with hundreds of customers  

http://www.intellect.com/
http://www.intellect.com/intellect-8-bpm-platform-app
http://www.interneer.com/hosted-workflow-products-services/intellect-cloud/
http://www.intellect.com/workflow-business-process-management-software-about-us/our-team/
http://www.interneer.com/hosted-workflow-products-services/intellect-cloud/
http://www.intellect.com/customers/
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in areas including construction, financial services, healthcare, manufacturing, retail, technology, 
education, government, and other industries.  To learn more, please visit www.intellect.com. 

Media Contacts  
Peter Hargittay 
CMO & VP of Business Development 
310.526.8890  
phargittay@intellect.com  
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